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Introduction
The book is intended for students, future specialists in the field of
tourism. The purpose of this book is to train specialists in the field of
tourism to professionalfocused communıcation
in English, the
development of skills of oral and written communication in the context
of the future professional communication, direct communication with
foreignlanguage partners and customers.
In the process of learning a foreign language is important to use
new technologies to improve the efficiency of the learning process. The
novelty of the textbook is that during the preparation exercises and tasks
were used critical thinking strategies.
The main advantages of the textbook are its communicative
orientation, complex organization of educational material and the related
training to all kinds of speech activity. Text materials are authentic.
Verification tasks included in the tutorial are designed to assess the level
and depth of mastering the material covered.
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Предисловие
Учебное пособие предназначено для студентов, будущих
специалистов в области туризма.Целью данного учебника является
обучение специалистов в области туризма профессионально
ориентированному общению на английском языке, развитие
умений и навыков устного и письменного общения в контексте, как
будущей
профессиональной
коммуникации,
так
и
непосредственного общения с иноязычными партнерами и
клиентами.
В процессе обучения иностранному языку важно
использование новых технологий для повышения эффективности
процесса обучения. Новизной данного учебника является то, что
при подготовке заданий и упражнений были использованы
стратегии критического мышления. Основными достоинствами
учебника являются его коммуникативная направленность,
комплексная организация учебного материала и взаимосвязанное
обучение всем видам речевой деятельности. Текстовый материал
аутентичен. Проверочные задания, включенные в учебник,
призваны оценить уровень и глубину усвоения пройденного
материала.
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Алғы сөз
Оқу құралы туризм мамандығында оқитын студенттерге
практикалық дәрістерде ағылшын тіліндегі кәсіби сөздік
жұмыстарын дамытуға арналған.
Оқу құралы туризмге арналған мәтіндерді, жаттығулар мен
тапсырмаларды қамтитын
бөлімнен тұрады.
Тілді үйретуде оқытудың жаңа технологияларының рөлі зор.
Осы ретте тапсырмалар мен жаттығуларды жасау барысында оқу
мен жазу арқылы сын тұрғысынан ойлау технологиясының Т
кестесі, галлереяға саяхат, үш қадамды сұхбат, ақылдың алты
қалпағы, куббизм, бес жолды өлең, бес минуттық эссе жазу сынды
стратегиялары қолданылған. Бұл оқу құралының ерекшелігі де
осында.
Аталған оқу құралы ағылшын тілін орта мектеп
бағдарламалары көлемінде меңгерген туризм мамандығының
студенттеріне арналған.
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Unit 1
Tourism as a science and business. My future profession: a manager
of tourism.
Tourism is one of the world's fastest growing businesses. Tourism is
the world’s biggest industry. Tourism, or travel, is the temporary short
term movement of people to destinations outside the places where they
normally live and work. Tourism divide on 4 categories: international
tourism (consists of inbound tourism, visits to a country by non
residents, and outbound tourism, residents of a country visiting another
country); internal tourism (residents of a country visiting their own
country); domestic tourism (internal tourism plus inbound tourism) and
national tourism (internal tourism plus outbound tourism). The travel
and tourism industry has different sectors. They are attractions,
transport, accommodation, catering. Attractions include places that
tourists want to visit. Transport includes ways of travelling between
different places such as trains and airplanes. Accommodation includes
places to stay in such as hotel. And catering includes food and services
that are provided there. Tourism is a business for travel agencies and
tour operators. Tour operators organize tours, promote and realize them.
Travel agents can only promote and realize tours. There many
international travel and tourism organizations. The most recognized and
the leading one is WTO. The aim of it is developing international
tourism and country’s relationships. It leads statistics of tourism and
solves problems of tourism. The headquarter is in Madrid, Spain. There
are 150 countries and more than 450 organizations in WTO. Also
tourism provides many interesting jobs. They are managers of tourism,
flights attendants, waiters, pilots, tour guides, receptionists, resort rep,
hotel managers and others. The most interesting job is manager of
tourism. You have to enjoy speaking with people – not just the
customers but your colleagues as well. You have to know how to smile
even you are having a bad day. It’s also important to be able to speak
clearly on the phone. You should speak foreign languages and you need
to be confident about using them. Also you have to know how to use
computers, systems of booking and searching systems. You should
know different traditions and cultures and give all information to your
clients. And, of course, you must love your job.
7

1. Crossword.
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Across
Down
1. a long flight causes this
2. useful reading for tourists
4. short trip for tourists
3. a place to sunbathe
6. used for transporting
5. without taxes
clothes
7. place to stay when
8. form of identification
travelling
9. money used in a country
10. bus for tourists
12. proof of payment when
11. necessary to enter some
travelling
countries
14. visiting places of interest
2. T- table.

3. Answer following questions
1. What do you know about tourism?
2. What is the world’s biggest industry?
3. How many categories divides on tourism and describe them?
4. What do include attractions?
5. What is the aim of WTO?
6. Where is the headquarter?
9

7. How many countries and organizations in WTO?
8. What should you know?

5. Discussion.

10

1. Reservation system in tourism. Booking a tour.
Tourism offer many services: hotels, tours, car hire, airline tickets
and others. To get these services you must sign a contract with a
company that provides a service. So you need to provide them your
information and book the service before using it. You can use a help of a
manager of a company or do it yourself with CRSs. CRS is a computer
reservation system. Originally designed and operated by airlines they
were later extended to travel agents as a sales channel. As a sales
consultant in a travel agency you need to complete form with right
information such as: 1) date of booking, 2) booking reference number,
3) full name and contact details of clients, 4) number of people in party,
5) names of people in party, 6) ages of children, 7) dates of outward and
return journeys, 8) ticket type, 9) accommodation, 10) number and type
of rooms, 11) special requirements, 12) meal basis, 13) other services,
14) method of payment, 15) deposit details. Then you give the form to
clients to double check and sign it. Also there are some booking terms
and conditions: 1) if we change your holiday before you make your
booking, your travel agent will tell you about it before you finish your
booking. 2) If we make a change of accommodation after you have
booked your holiday, we will put you into accommodation of the same
standard or higher. 3) Your travel agent will confirm all price changes
before you make your booking. 4) If you cancel your booking, we may
ask you to pay cancellation charges. 5) If you want to change your
booking, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do this and we will
charge you 15 Euros for each person. 6) You must take out suitable
insurance either with us or with another company. 7) If there is a delay,
11

we will try to provide extra services, food and accommodation. If we are
unable to provide them for any reason, then we will pay you
compensation.
1.İNSERT
V
I know
fact

+

?

this New
information

To get tourism
services must
sign a contract
with a company

CRS
is
computer
reservation
system.

Not clear, have
questions
a CRS

2.Make up cluster according to the theme of the text.

Booking a
tour
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3.RAFT strategy –
Consultanat. I am a consultant of the hotel “King”. My work is to
survice guests.
Role 1: CRS  a computer reservation system.
Role2: Hotel
Role2: Consultant
4. Role play strategy.
Consultant: Good morning, welcome to the tour advice organization.
Where would you like to visit.
Client:
A1: Good morning, thank’s. What places do you advice?
A2: We agreed to go to Turkey. But we hesitating
Reseptionist:
Guests:
A1:
A2:
5. T-table. Write down advantages and disadvantages of travelling.

Advatages

Disadvantages
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TEXT
Tourism
New words and useful expressions:
destination
catering to the needs resort
internal/ international tourism excursion
excursionist accommodation inn
camping ground hostel
catering services to obtain
the durable goods
the most important economic influence place of residence
shore
1. Read and translate the text:
Tourism
Tourism is a travel from a person’s usual place of residence for a
period longer than 24 hours usually for pleasure or recreation and to
different places of rest, called destinations. Tourism also involves people
travelling for business or health, or to visit friends and relatives.
The person travelling is a tourist. The basic principle in tourism is
catering to the needs of tourists and satisfying of all their wishes and
requests.
The tourist destination is a place or area to which tourists travel. It
may be a resort, or a big city. In summer it may be a resort on a shore of
a sea or an ocean as all tourists are likely to seek for the three “s”: sun,
sea and sand.
Tourism may be of the two main types: internal and international.
When tourists travel between two or more countries, this tourism is
called international. When they travel within the same country, this is
internal or domestic (home) tourism.
In any season of the year tourists go on short travels to different
destinations. Such trips for less than 24 hours are called excursions. A
person who takes such a trip is called an excursionist. The length of his
14

trip distinguishes an excursionist from a tourist, who is away from his
usual place of residence for more than 24 hours.
When travelling, a tourist needs a place to have a rest. Such places are
called accommodations. There a traveler may obtain a bed. These places
are hotels, motels, inns, camping grounds, hostels and so on and so
forth. In a hotel a person travelling may also obtain food and drink.
These are catering services provided by restaurants and bars.
There are some very important attractions in tourism. The first one is the
multiplier effect of the tourist dollar. Money paid for wages or in other
ways is spent not once, but sometimes several times for other items in
the economy – the food that hotel employees eat at home, the house in
which they live, or the durable goods that they buy.
Besides, in many countries tourism is a very important part of
economics as it is rather labourintensive. It requires a great number of
workers in proportion to the number of people served in tourism. The
tourist industry has become one of the most important economic
influences of modern times. It has also been one of the fastest growing
in recent years.
2. Answer the following questions, try to use the words and phrases
given in the text:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

How can tourism be defined?
What kinds of people are involved in tourism?
What is the word for a person travelling?
What is the difference between international and internal tourism?
What is a resort?
What is a tourist destination? Is it always a resort?
What does accommodation mean?
What do catering services include?
Why is tourism labourintensive?

3.

Complete the sentences:

1.

Tourism is a …….
15

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The person travelling is ……..
The tourist destination is ……..
When tourists travel between two or more countries it’s ………..
When they travel within the same ……..
A person who takes a short trip is called ……..
All tourists are likely to seek for ……..
A place to have a rest is ……..
Restaurants and bars provide ……
Tourism in many countries is …….

4. Match the words with their definitions:
1.

Residence

a. a place to rest usually near the
sea
b. employing a lot of people
c. to look for
d. a place with many sights and
hotels
e. a place to live or to stay
f. travels within one country
g. a person attending sights
h. places to stay, hotels, guest
houses etc.
k. a person travelling
l. travels abroad

2. Destination
3. Recreation
4.Labourintensive
5. Resort
6. Tourist
7. Accommodation
8. Seek
9. Excursionist
10. Internal tourism
5. Translatethefollowingsentences:

1. Летом туристы предпочитают отдыхать в курортном отеле на
берегу теплого моря, где много солнца и песка.
2. Туристы обычно путешествуют с целью хорошо отдохнуть,
развлечься, посетить достопримечательности хорошо всем
известного турцентра.
3. Туризм может быть как внутренним, когда турист
путешествует в пределах одной страны, так и внешним, когда он
выезжает за пределы своей страны.
16

6. Read and retell this text:
How it all started.
People started travelling long ago. The first travelers were nomads and
pilgrims, merchants and traders. They travelled along rivers, lakes and
seas. The first travelers used simple means of travelling: boats and
ferries on the water and camels in the desert.
The most famous travelers were explorers. Among them were Marco
Polo from Venice in the 13th century, Afanasy Nikitin from Russia,
Christopher Columbus and Vasco de Gama from Portugal in the 15th
century, Magellan from Spain, Amerigo Vespucci from Italy in the 16th
century, James Cook from England in the 18th century and other
adventurers from different countries.
Travel grew and developed as long as means of transport kept on
growing.
With the 19th century the age of modern trains came. In the late 19th
century the first motorcars appeared. In the 19th century tourism was
mainly for the rich. They had enough money and spare time for
travelling. Not many working people in Europe had paid holidays.
The age of airplanes changed travel crucially. In the early 20th century
jet planes emerged. Air travel is the fastest and the most convenient
mode of travelling.
Tourism is global nowadays. Tourist boom started in the
1960s.
Answer the questions on the text:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When did people start travelling?
Who were the first travelers?
What means of travelling did they use?
What was tourism in the 19th century like?
When did tourist boom start?
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Find the equivalents in the text:
Купец, кочевник, паломник , удобное средство передвижения,
пустыня, озеро, торговец, автомобиль, верблюд.
Activity

Write an essay on the following problems:

•
Are you a tourist if you stay away from home for a whole day?
•
Can we say that we get an accommodation if we permanently
live in a good well furnished flat?
• Is the tourism international if we go to another city for five days?

18

Unit 2
Types of transport in tourism.Advantages and disadvantages.Your
favorite transport.
Transport for tourists can be divided into three main categories:
journeys by air, journeys on water and journeys on land. Within each
category there are several types of transport. And each of them has
advantages and disadvantages. Travelling by air you can use a plan. It is
the most suitable vehicle on longhaul flights. It is the fastest and the
most comfortable transport. But if you want to go to near place it will be
more expensive than other types of transport. The next air transport is
helicopter. It is used in unique tours that are hard to be got to. And it is
very expensive because of petrol and number of passengers. The most
popular transport to near destinations is land transport. They are buses,
cars and trains. It is cheaper than air transport but it is not so
comfortable and fast. Cars and buses are mobile transports. You can go
to the place you want by your own car and stop in any time and any
place. Travelling by train you can enjoy beautiful landscape of your
country. If you are travelling by ship taking a cruise transatlantic or local
you can see wonderful views, sunrises, sunsets in open sea. Also you
can see dolphins and whales. But it takes a lot of time and it is
expensive. And if you have a seasick this type of transport it is not for
you. As for me my favorite transport is train. Because it is
uncomfortable to travel by other land transport on the Kazakhstan roads.
Travelling by train is not so expensive but you can see many landscapes
from the window. I think train makes you calm and abstract from your
problems and think about good things on your life.
1. What kinds of transports do you know?

Types of
transports

19

Want to
know
It is not Types of cars
expensive and where I
Car
for
can travel by
travelling
car

Knew

Learnt

2.
KLW strategy.
Fill the boxes with the
information which you
knew, learnt and want to
know:

3. Fill the circles with the types of transports, their advantages and
disadvantages:
ADVANTAGES

1.Interesting for
short travelling;

TYPES OF TRANSPORTS

1. A CAR
2. A TRAIN
3. A BUS
4.
ASHIP
5. A PLANE
6. A HELICOPTER

DISADVANTAGES

1.Not so
comfortable,
expensive petrol;

4. Answer the following questions:
1. Where have you been?
2. Have you ever travelled by ship?
3. What brand of cars do you know?
4. Do you have any phobia in travelling by plane , ship or another
types of transports?
5. Where do you want to go this summer?
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5. Fill the boxes with the words according to the theme travelling:

Travelling

The airline industry.
The development of airline has revolutionized travel, making it
possible to go much further much faster. But the airline industry is not
just fast. It’s big. Very big! It’s more than 3 million people employed by
the world’s airlines and 14 000 airports. And over 1.5 billion passengers
in 2005. To try to control the industry each of the world’s airports has a
special code. Codes are designed by the International Air Transport
Association. Every single flight also has a unique number that includes
the airline’s code and 3 or 4 digits. Airlines work through scheduled
flights or charter flights that are contracted to fly at a set time. Flights
can be shorthaul, mediumhaul or longhaul. Air travel creates
problems. They are security and protection of environment. Most
countries had a national airline. Many of them concentrate on domestic
flights but others operate the international routes offering stopovers.
Many airlines offer different places in planes. You can buy economy
class, business class or first class tickets. Each of them has different
services. For example, a ticket can include free food and drinks, more
21

space for a passenger, free newspapers and so on. First class allows you
to have a seat converted to bed. All airlines can be divided into
traditional and lowcost carriers. Lowcost carrier can get more flights
out of a day. Paperless ticketing and sales over the Net and the phone
also keep costs down. And of course there are no first class or business
class seats. No free newspapers, nor free food. In fact, no free anything,
although you can pay to buy it during the flight. And lowcost flights are
only to shorthaul or mediumhaul destinations.
1. Insert
"V"

""

"+"

"?"

2.Fact or Opinion?
The best practices are those which help pupil differentiate between
opinions (which are based on assumptions) and facts (which are
universal truths). So, teachers can develop a worksheet, wherein a
number of statements are given. The children have to write, whether the
statement is an opinion or fact in front of each of these statements. Some
examples of statements that can be used are given here.
Foods and drinks are free in plane_______
Codes are designed by the International Air Transport Association.
______
Most countries had a national airline. _______
All airlines can be divided into traditional and lowcost carriers
________.
Air travel creates problems. _______
It is safe to travel by plane _______
After the pupil have filled the worksheet, each and every statement
should be discussed. The teacher should explain that statements, which
22

can be debated are opinions, and those, which cannot be debated are
facts.

3 . Crossword

4 Vocabulary Exercise - Means of Transport
1. We will travel from Spain to France by plane. The plane will at
10 am and will at 11:00 am in Paris
2. The train for Cambridge will from number 9
3. Anne and Joe will travel by sea. They will
at Liverpool for
New York.
4. I'd love to go on a long
5. All
to New York today are because of bad weather
23

6. How much is a ticket to New York?
7. We had to pay extra for our excess .

5. T Table

Advantages of airline industry

Disadvantages

TEXT
People in tourism
New words and useful expressions:
Tour package
Transportation
Catering
Transfer
Wholesaler
Customer
Consumer
Goods
Retailer
Run
Supervise
Profit
Discount
Exhibition
24

Entertainment
Foreign language
Easygoing, helpful and cheerful person
Supplier
Travel insurance
Tip
Handle
Car rental (hire)
Sightseeing
1. Read and translate the text:
People in tourism.
The tour operator works in the tourist company. He develops tours also
known as tour packages. Tour packages include transportation,
accommodation, catering, transfers and other services. The tour operator
usually markets the tours. He advertises them in mass media or in
brochures. The tour operator is a wholesaler. He sells tour packages to
travel agents wholesale and pays commission to them. Sometimes he
sells tour packages direct to the public.
The travel agent works in a travel company. The travel agent like the
shopassistant sells goods to customers. The goods which he offers are
the tour operator’s packages. The travel agent is a retailer. He sells tour
packages retail to consumers. He gets a commission from the tour
operator. The commission is from 5 to 10 per cent of the tour cost. The
travel agent works directly with the public.
The tourism manager works in a tourist company. He runs some tourist
business. He supervises all kinds of operations in a tourist company. He
also supervises the tourist company staff. The tourism manager plans
tourist business: operations, new products, profits. He controls the
results. He also decides on prices and discounts.
The tour guide handles tour groups. He shows tourists round a city, a
sight, or a museum. The tour guide conducts sightseeing tours or tours of
museums and exhibitions. The tour guide is also called the tour
25

conductor. He is a friendly, easygoing, and helpful person. Tourists
always tip their guides if they like them.
The animator organizes and provides entertainments for guests in a hotel
or a holiday resort. He also organizes entertainment programmes for
passengers on a cruise ship. The animator speaks a few foreign
languages.
He is very artistic. He usually dances well, sings well and acts like an
actor. He is a cheerful person. The animator is the main entertainer in
the tourist industry.
2. Answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Where does the tour operator work?
What do tour packages include?
What does the travel agent do?
What does “a retailer” mean?
How high is the travel agent’s commission?
What does the tourism manager plan and control?
What kind of person is the tour guide?
Why does the animator speak a few foreign languages?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

3. Match up:
Tour a) agent
Social
b) destination
Travel
c) operator
Tourist
d) tour
Travel
e) animator
Car f) director
Sightseeing
g) rental
Chief
h) insurance
4.Fill in the blanks:

A retailer carriers
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the tour guide
A commission the tour operator
the travel agent
The animator destination
sightseeing
Suppliers the tourism manager
entertainment
The social director a wholesaler
promotion
1. ……….. supervises all operations in a tourist company and its
staff.
2. ………… handles tour groups.
3. …………. sells tour packages and separate services to customers.
4. …………..provides entertainment for holidaymakers.
5. ………..develops tour packages.
6. The tour guide knows all sights in the ……… .
7. The tourism manager decides on ……..and advertizing of a new
tours.
8. The tour operator pays ……..to travel agents.
9. The tour guide conducts ……tours.
10. Theanimatorarrangesandconducts
…………programmes.
11. The travel agent is ……… .
12. The tour operator is ……. .
13. The chief animator is also called ……. .
14. The tour operator works with ………, hotels, museums and other
……….
5.Translatethefollowingsentences:
1. Туроператор – это основная профессия в туристическом
бизнесе.
2. Основной задачей туроператора является разработка
турпакетов, которые включают в себя перевозку туристов,
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размещение, питание, экскурсии, страховку; туроператор продает
турпакеты турагентам оптом.
3. Планирование, организация, работа с персоналом, управление
и контроль являются основными функциями менеджера.
4. Менеджер по туризму решает вопросы разработки и
продвижения новых туров, рекламы и продаж.
5. На Средиземноморском побережье располагаются основные
турцентры Европы, где туристы любят проводить свое свободное
время вдали от своих домов, новостей, и полезных советов друзей.
6. Аниматоры вовлекают гостей в веселье и приглашают их
принять участие в играх и развлечениях.
Activity: Imagine that you are a travel agent in the company providing
tours to Europe. Prepare a short conversation with your customer
persuading him to go on a holiday to Greece. Remember about flights,
accommodations, transfers, visas, insurance, and excursions.
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Unit 3
Types of tourism.Tourist motivation.
People travel for many different reasons. In the tourism industry
we divide the reasons for travel into three main categories: leisure
tourism, business tourism and visiting friends and relatives (VFR).
Leisure tourism can mean anything from excursions, day trips and
weekend break s to package holidays, pleasure cruises and longer
independent trips such as hillwalking or treks in the mountains. It also
includes cultural trips, educational trips and religious trips. Business
tourism includes any travel away from one’s main place of residence for
such events as meetings, conferences, and trade fairs; it also includes
special trips when workers are given a reward or a “thank you” for good
work (incentive tour). Visiting friends or family can be for a special
family party or a regular trip made every year.
1. Brainstorming
Speak about everything you know about following words:

Excursion

Tourism

Trip
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2. Cluster
Make up claster using following pictures.

3. Insert
V



+
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?

4. Inside out.
Put the words that can be used in the field of tourism inside the
square, and words that are not devoted to tourism outside the
square.

marriage

telephone

garbage

laptop
crime

excurtion, package, cruise,
independent trip, luggage,
cultural trips, educational
trips, religious trips,
meetings, conferences, and
trade fairs

1. marriage, telephone, training, traffic jam, plant, animal, garbage,
crime, excurtion, package, cruise, independent trip, luggage, cultural
trips, educational trips, religious trips, meetings, conferences.
4. Reflexion KLM strategy
What I have already know about this theme.
What did you learn from this lesson?
What do you want to know?
Knew

Learnt

Must learn

2. Designing a package tour. Types of tours. Tour operation in
Kazakhstan.
Package holidays which are also known as package tours include all
of the components necessary for a complete vacation: 1) transport to and
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from the destination; 2) transfers between the airport/station/port and
hotel; 3) food and accommodation at the destination; 4) other services
such as a guide or a holiday rep. The professionals who bring these
elements together to create a holiday are called tour operators. They buy
in advance and in bulk from the principles: airlines, shipping lines,
hoteliers and so on. Then they convert this bulk into individual package
holiday known as inclusive tour.
Today tour operators use direct selling. Not all tour operators sell
the same type of holiday. The really big operators, the mass market
operators produce lowcost holidays to traditional sea, sun and
destinations like Spain, Greece, Turkey. Other tour operators limit their
product to customers who want a specific type of holiday. These specific
tour operators sell adventure holidays, for single people, extreme tours
and so on. Domestic tour operators specialize in providing holidays for
people who want to travel in their own country. Incoming tour operators
are specialists in providing holidays to visitors coming from abroad.
1. Brainstorming
What do you know about tour, vacation, holiday? What is difference
between them?
3. Raft stategy
I am a tour operator. I have all components necessary for a
complete vacation. I will buy tickets in advance for all over the
world where do you want to travel?
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4. Reflexion.

Reservation system in tourism.Booking a tour.
Tourism offer many services: hotels, tours, car hire, airline tickets
and others. To get these services you must sign a contract with a
company that provides a service. So you need to provide them your
information and book the service before using it. You can use a help of a
manager of a company or do it yourself with CRSs.
CRS is a computer reservation system. Originally designed and
operated by airlines they were later extended to travel agents as a sales
channel. As a sales consultant in a travel agency you need to complete
form with right information such as: 1) date of booking, 2) booking
reference number, 3) full name and contact details of clients, 4) number
of people in party, 5) names of people in party, 6) ages of children, 7)
dates of outward and return journeys, 8) ticket type, 9) accommodation,
10) number and type of rooms, 11) special requirements, 12) meal basis,
13) other services, 14) method of payment, 15) deposit details. Then you
give the form to clients to double check and sign it.
Also there are some booking terms and conditions: 1) if we change
your holiday before you make your booking, your travel agent will tell
you about it before you finish your booking. 2) If we make a change of
accommodation after you have booked your holiday, we will put you
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into accommodation of the same standard or higher. 3) Your travel agent
will confirm all price changes before you make your booking. 4) If you
cancel your booking, we may ask you to pay cancellation charges. 5) If
you want to change your booking, we cannot guarantee that we will be
able to do this and we will charge you 15 Euros for each person. 6) You
must take out suitable insurance either with us or with another company.
7) If there is a delay, we will try to provide extra services, food and
accommodation. If we are unable to provide them for any reason, then
we will pay you compensation.
1. Bloom taxonomy. Put the questions about the text.
(Litera level)

(translation questions)
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(interpretation)

(application questions)
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3. Divide into А, В, С groups. Make up 3 staged conversation.

 Hello! Do you have any vacancies? I need a single
room for three days.
 Hello! My name is Anton Ross. I have a
reservation for a single room. I'd like to check in.
4.

Sinkuein strategy

Who? – Receptionist
What kind of person? Friendly, intelligent
What does he/she do? Helps with reservation
Conclusion — When you make a reservation, call them and tell
them you want to reserve a room. Or, you can start by asking them for a
price.
Synonym  Administrator, Executive, Manager
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5. Brainstorming
Answer the questions
What kind of services can tourism offer?Tourism offer many services:
hotels, tours, car hire, airline tickets and others.

















How can I help you?
What date are you looking for?
How long will you be staying?
How many adults will be in the room?
Will two double beds be enough?
Do you want a smoking or non-smoking room?
Could you recommend a good hotel?
Would you like a smoking or non-smoking room, Mr. Ross?
Is there another hotel near here that might have vacant rooms?
Is breakfast included?
Does the room have a shower / a bath?
Does the room have air conditioning?
Is there a safe deposit box in the room?
Is there television in the room?
Is there a telephone in the room? Are local calls free?
6. Write an essay.

MAKE A
RESERVATION

CHECK IN
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THE KEY OF
THE ROOM

BELL BOY

HOTEL

RECEPTIONIST

TEXT
Types of tourism
1. Read and translate the text
Leisure tourism is also called pleasure tourism or holiday tourism.
It is a type of tourism when a person goes on holiday and does not travel
on business. Thus, the purpose of tourism in this case is recreation.
Leisure travelers look for sun, sea and sand. They want to go
sunbathing, swimming and diving. So this kind of travelers go to sea
resorts or holiday camps and stay at resort hotels. Leisure travelers enjoy
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organized entertainment and sport. Holidaymakers normally travel with
their families and children. More and more working people will have
longer paid holidays and long weekends infuture. More and more people
will retire at an earlier age. It means that more and more people will
travel for leisure in future.Sports tourism is a type of active holiday. The
purpose of a sporting tour is to exercise and to keep physically fit. At the
same time travelers enjoy natural surroundings, fresh air and clean
water. Travellers combine action and relaxation during a sporting
holiday. Tourist companies offer hiking, cycling, boating, rafting and
other kinds of sporting tours. Very often sporting tours require
preparation and special training. First the tour instructors will plan the
itinerary. Then they will train tourists how to use the sporting
equipment. They will explain all the details of the route. Within sports
tourism there is water tourism, mountain tourism, mountaineering,
downhill skiing, horse riding and many more types. Sports tourism is
popular with travelers all year round.Business tourism is a travel for
business purposes. Business travelers are businessmen and government
officials. They travel on different missions. They often travel to attend a
convention. Convention tourism is a part of business tourism. It involves
taking part in a conference or a seminar. Business travelers often travel
to attend an international exhibition or a trade fair. There are tourist
companies that provide business services. Those are fax, telex and
telephone communications, secretarial services, answering service,
business meeting arrangements. Business travel will develop faster than
other types of tourism in future.Familiarization tourism is often called
just FAM tourism. It means that a business company sends its staff on
educational tours to its branches or other business companies in other
cities and countries. If a travel company sends its travel clerks on FAM
tours, it means that they will have educationalvisits to a tourist
destination. There they will get familiar with local facilities, hotels,
restaurants, and attractions. Normally a tour operator arranges FAM
trips for the travel clerks from the travel agencies, selling its tourist
products. The main purpose of travel clerks on a FAM tour is to get
necessary knowledge from personal experience. When the travel clerks
return home, they will know what to offer and what to explain to their
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customers about the destination. FAM tourism is very popular and will
become even more popular in future.Incentive tourism means that a
business company offers holiday tours to its employees and covers all
travel expenses. On the one hand, the company does it as a reward or a
bonus to a person for his successful work. On the other hand, the
company does it as an incentive for the future. The company hopes that
the employee will work even better in future and bring profit to the
company. This type of tourism is still a very small part of international
tourism. Most probably this type of tourism won’t grow in future.

2. Answer the following questions:







How many types of tourism do you know?
What type of travel is leisure tourism?
Why will more and more people travel for pleasure in future?
What is the purpose of a sporting tour?
What kind of tourists are business travelers?
Why does a business company offer incentive tours to its
employees?
 What does familiarization tourism mean?
4. Complete the sentences:
Leisure tourism is a type of ……. .
Business travelers are businessmen and government………..
The main purpose of an educational tour is to get
familiar with ……. .
In future more and more people will travel for pleasure
and visit …….. .
Sporting tours may be of several kinds: ……. .
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5. Match the types of tourism with the pictures
Pleasure tourism
FAM tourism
Sports tourism
Incentive tourism
Business tourism

Activity:
1. Imagine that you are a leisure tourist. Say what facilities you would
like to have at the resort hotel for a good rest.
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2. Imagine that you are a tour instructor of a group of tourists in the
Alps. They are interested in the ecological tours in the mountains. Prepare
instructions for them what to do during a 5day ecological tour in summer
and make up the itinerary.
3. Imagine that you are a tour instructor of a group of tourists who want
to go yachting in the Mediterranean Sea. Prepare a short conversation with
your customers giving them instructions on their behavior at sea.
4. Speak on the policy of the tourist company providing services for
business tourists.
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Unit 4
The most fashionable world destinations today. Your favorite
places.
1. Jigsaw reading.
There are several basic types of tourism. And every type has its own
fashionable places. For example, people who like cultural tourism often
visit European countries. Such as France, Italy, Spain, Great Britain,
Germany. These countries can offer comfortable accommodation and
many dignities and excursions. There are many museums, monuments,
old streets in them. For people who travel for education and business the
most fashionable place is the USA. Many students visit the USA in
summer to improve their English and earn some money. They call the
USA a country of possibilities. Also many American companies are
partners of their colleagues from different countries of all over the
world. As about religious tourism the most popular places are Jerusalem,
Mecca and India. Each of them is the sacred place of one of the world
religions. Jerusalem is the sacred place for Christians, Mecca is for
Muslims and India is popular for pilgrims of Buddhism. As for threeS
tourism fashionable places are near the seas: Mediterranean, Black, Red
seas and also islands in the oceans. One of the islands is New Zealand.
It’s located near Australia and has very good climate for threeS tourism.
Last year tourism of Africa has been growing. People visit African
countries for relaxing in nature or in extreme tours. The most popular
place for Kazakh tourists is Turkey because it offers cheap, comfortable
tours and it is located near Russia and consists 4 seas. Also it has many
historical monuments and great traditions. As for me my favorite place
for travelling is Russia. This country has great potential for developing
tourism. It’s located in 5 climate zones so almost every type of tourism
can be organized there. In one country you can climb the highest
mountain of Europe, bath in the Black sea, do sightseeing in the
beautiful city St. Petersburg, fish in delta of Volga, see wonderful
landscape of Medium Russia and do many other activities. Russia is a
multinational country so it has many traditions; learning of them is also
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interesting activity for tourists. But there are many problems for
developing tourism there.
2. T-table strategy
Good sideBad side
1) a lot of nationalities
1) bad transports and roads
and their traditions
2) hot weather
2) beautiful
nature
3) bad services in hotels
(birds, fish, lotus
and restaurants
fields, Volga)
4) there is no desire to
3) local food – national
develop tourism in the
meals
government
4) beautiful architecture
5) bad ecological situation
(Kremlin, houses of
6) religious conflicts
merchants, churches)
7) disappearance of many
5) event
tourism
species of animals
(festivals,
national
holidays)
6) ecological
tourism
(protection
environment,
ecological itinerary)
7) historical tourism to
ruins of ancient cities
Turkestan and Otrar







3.
Brainstorming
How do you think about tourism sphere of Kazakhstan?
How can we develop our tourism sphere?
Do we have advantage and disadvantage from tourism sphere?
What can we do to be our products successful?
What will we do to be good tourism sphere?
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5. Insert strategy.
V
I know this
fact

+
New
information

?
Not clear, have
questions

Accommodation of different categories: services and facilities.
There are a lot of types of accommodation in tourism. They are
apartment, bed and breakfast, campsite, caravan, chalet, country house,
cruise ship, guest house, and motel and so on. The most popular
accommodation is hotel. The European system of hotel qualification
divides them into 5 categories. Each category has its number of stars:
from 1 to 5. If a hotel has more stars, it has more services and facilities.
Last year this system became official in Kazakhstan. The most popular
hotels are 3star hotels because they offer enough services and facilities
at normal price. Hotels can be divided into business hotel, hotel near sea
and others. All of them offer different services, for example, business
hotels offer conference facilities, safe box, internet connection, direct
dial telephone, wakeup call and so on. Also hotels can offer
babysitting, boutique, car park, gymnasium, hairdryer, Jacuzzi, minibar,
restaurant, swimming pool, sauna, room service. Business hotel is
usually located in the business districts near airports or railway stations.
The cheapest accommodation is campsite. There are places for tents and
car park. Also there can be cafes and others entertainments in the
campsites. People who like to relax on open air stay at campsites. But
the season of camping is short. It’s connected with weather. People can
live on open air only when the weather is good. And of course there are
unusual accommodations in tourism industry. Usually they are
expensive because they are unique. For example, tourists can stay at old
prison in Turkey or at the ice hotel in Finland. There tourists can feel the
atmosphere of some place or event. There are a lot of hotels in
Turkestan. But there is not a fivestar hotel in Turkestan.
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1.







2.

Brainstorming
What kind of types of accommodation in tourism do you know?
Which accommodation is the most popular?
What kind of services can hotels offer?
Which accommodation is the cheapest?
Which accommodation is connected with weather?
Are there many hotels in Turkestan?
Is there a fivestar hotel in Turkestan?
Sinkuein

What is it? –
What kind of? –
What does it do? 
Unit –
Synonym –
3. Questions in envelope.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What kind of types of accommodation in tourism do you know?
Which accommodation is the most popular?
What kind of services can hotels offer?
Which accommodation is the cheapest?
Which accommodation is connected with weather?
Are there many hotels in Turkestan?
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7. Is there a fivestar hotel in Turkestan?

1. What kind of services can hotels offer?
 All of them offer different services, for example, business hotels
offer conference facilities, safe box, internet connection, direct dial
telephone, wakeup call and so on. Also hotels can offer
babysitting, boutique, car park, gymnasium, hairdryer, Jacuzzi,
minibar, restaurant, swimming pool, sauna, room service.
2. Which accommodation is the cheapest?
 The cheapest accommodation is campsite. There are places for
tents and car park. Also there can be cafes and others
entertainments in the campsites. People who like to relax on open
air stay at campsites.
3. Is there a fivestar hotel in Turkestan?
 There are a lot of hotels in Turkestan. But there is not a fivestar
hotel in Turkestan.
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4. KLW stategy

KWL
Know

Want to know

Learn

Know – There are a lot of types of accommodation in tourism.
Want to know – How many 5star hotels are there in Kazakhstan?
Learn  The most popular accommodation is hotel.

TEXTS
Read the texts and answer the questions :
LEISURE TOURISM
Leisure tourism is also called pleasure tourism or holiday tourism.
It is a type of tourism when a person goes on holiday and does not travel
on business. Thus, the purpose of tourism in this case is recreation.
Leisure travelers look for sun, sea and sand. They want to go
sunbathing, swimming and diving. So this kind of travelers go to sea
resorts or holiday camps and stay at resort hotels.
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Leisure travelers enjoy organized entertainment and sport. In a
resort hotel there are always swimmingpools, fittingcentres, tennis
courts, discos. A resort hotel offers its customers contests, concerts,
shows, animation programmes for children. Usually it offers tours and
visits to different tourist attractions: local sights or amusement or theme
parks.
Holidaymakers normally travel with their families and children.
There are other ways to travel for pleasure: cruising and coaching,
motoring and hiking.
More and more working people will have longer paid holidays and
long weekends in future. More and more people will retire at an earlier
age. It means that more and more people will travel for leisure in future.
Comprehension questions
1. How is leisure tourism called?
2. What type of travel is leisure tourism ?
3. What do leisure travelers look for?
4. Where do leisure travelers go on holiday?
5. What do leisure travelers enjoy?
6. What does a resort hotel offer?
7. What are other ways to travel for pleasure?
8. Why will more and more people travel for pleasure in future?
SPORTS TOURISM
Sports tourism is a type of active holiday. The purpose of a
sporting tour is to exercise and to keep physically fit. At the same time
travelers enjoy natural surroundings, fresh air and clean water.
Travelers combine action and relaxation during a sporting holiday.
Tourist companies offer hiking, cycling, boating, rafting and other
kinds of sporting tours.
Very often sporting tours require preparation and special training.
First the tour instructors will plan the itinerary. Then they will train
tourist how to use sporting equipment. They will explain all the details
of the route. They will define means of transportation, provision of
meals and overnight accommodation.
During some tours travelers carry luggage and sporting equipment
themselves. During some other tours special carriers transfer the luggage
for them. It depends on the difficulty of the tour, on the tourist
destination and the local practice.
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Within sports tourism there is water tourism, mountain tourism
and mountaineering, skiing. Sports tourism is popular all year round.
Comprehension questions
1. What type of holiday is sports tourism ?
2. What is the purpose of a sporting tour?
3. What do travelers enjoy during a sporting tour ?
4. What kind of sporting tours do tourist companies offer?
5. How will instructors prepare travelers for sporting tours ?
6. What will instructors plan before the tour?
7. Who carries the tourists luggage during a sporting tour? What
does it depend on?
8. What types of tourism are there within sports tourism?
BUSINESS TOURISM
Business tourism is a travel for business purposes.
Business travelers are businessmen and government officials. They
travel on different missions. They often travel to attend a convention.
Convention tourism is a part of business tourism. It involves taking part
in a conference or a seminar.
Business travelers often travel to attend an international exhibition
or a trade fair.
There are tourist companies that provide business services. Those
are fax, telex and telephone communications, secretarial services,
answering service, business meeting arrangements. There are business
facilities for business travelers at hotels, airports, on airplanes.
Business travel will develop faster than other types of tourism in
future. There will be more business tourists and more tourist companies
which will deal with business tourism. They will provide more services
in future. They will collect information on markets and trade partners,
provide economic data on monitors, arrange negotiations, offer pre
convention and postconvention tours .
Comprehension questions
1. What kind of travel is business tourism ?
2. What kind of tourists are business travellers ?
3. What do business tourists travel for?
4. What does convention tourism involve ?
5. What business services do tourist companies provide?
6. Where are business facilities?
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7. What kind of other business services will tourist companies
provide in future?
8. What sort of tours will tourist companies offer to business
travellers?
INCENTIVE TOURISM
Incentive tourism means that a business company offers holiday
tours to its employees and covers all travel expenses.
On the one hand, the company does it as a reward or a bonus to a
person for his success work.
On the other hand, the company does it as an incentive for the
future. The company hopes that the employee will work even better in
future and bring profit to the company.
Very often an employer sets a target for an employee: «You will
earn a holiday in France for your family if you exceed your quota by 10
percent next year».
Incentive tourism emerged in the 1960s in the USA. Later on it
spread in Europe. But only large progressive corporations offer incentive
tours to their employees.
In some countries there are specialist tourist companies which
arrange incentive tours for business corporations. They take great
responsibility because incentive tours go under the name of the business
corporation. It means that good travel arrangements will improve its
reputation. Bad travel arrangements will shake its reputation.
This type of tourism is still a very small part of international
tourism. Most probably this type of tourism won't grow in future.
Comprehension questions
1. What does incentive tourism mean?
2. Why does a business company offer incentive tours to its
employees?
3. What sort of target does an employer set for the employee?
4. When and where did incentive tourism emerge?
5. What kind of companies offer incentive tours?
6. Why do tourist companies take great responsibility when they
arrange incentive tours for business corporations?
7. How popular is this type of tourism ?
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FAMILIARIZATION TOURISM
Familiarization tourism is often called just FAM tourism. It means
that a business company sends its staff on educational tours to its
branches or other business companies in other cities and countries.
If a travel agency sends its travel clerks on FAM tours, it means
that they will have educational visits to a tourist destination. There they
will get familiar with local facilities, hotels, restaurants and attractions.
They will study a tour operator's or local travel agency's practice.
The main purpose of travel clerks on a FAM tour is to get
necessary knowledge from personal experience. When the clerks return
home, they will know what to offer and what to explain to their
customers about the destination.
Some experts say that FAM tourism is a part of incentive tourism.
On the one hand, such a tour is an incentive to the travel agency staff
selling holidays. On the other, it is a benefit to the tour operator which
arranges them.
FAMtourism is very popular and will become even more popular
in future.
Comprehension questions
l. What does familiarization tourism mean?
2. What do travel agencies send their clerks on FAM tours for?
3. What do travel clerks get familiar with during FAM tours?
4. What is the main purpose of travel clerks on a FAM tour ?
5. What will the travel clerks know when they return home?
6. Why do some experts say that FAM tourism is a part of
incentive tourism ?
Active vocabulary
Amusement park  ойынсауық саябағы (парк развлечений)
Animationprogramme – анимация бағдарламасы (анимационная
программа)
Answeringservice – телефондағы хатшылар қызметі (служба
секретарей на телефоне)
Toattend – қатысу (посещать, присутствовать на)
Benefit – пайда (польза, благо, привилегия, преимущество,
льгота)
Boating – қайықпен саяхат (путешествие на лодке)
Bonus – сыйақы (премия)
Communications – байланыс құралдары (средатва связи)
Convention – қабылданған ереже (пинятое правило)
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Cruising – круиздік саяхат (круизное путешествие)
Cycling – велосипед тебу (езда на велосипеде)
Data – деректер (данные)
Todefine – сипаттау (характеризовать, давать определение)
Difficulty – қиыншылық (трудность)
Diving – сүңгу (ныряние)
Equipment – құралжабдықтар (оборудование, оснащение,
инвентарь)
Toexceed– жоғары көтеру (превышать, перевыполнять)
Facilities – ыңғайлылық (база, удобства, средства)
Fair – жәрмеңке (ярмарка)
Familiarization (FAM) tourism – таныстыру туризмі
(ознакомительный туризм)
Fittingcentre – жаттығу залы (тренажерный зал)
Holiday camp – сауықтыру лагері (лагерь отдыха)
Holidaymaker – демалушы (отдыхающий, отпускник)
Toimprove – жетілдіру (улучшать, совершенствовать)
Incentive tourism – ынталандыру туризмі (поощрительный
туризм)
Itinerary – жоспарланған бағыт (спланированный маршрут)
To keep physically fit – физикалық пішінді сақтау
(поддерживать физическую форму)
Leisure tourism – демалыс туризмі (досуговый туризм)
Mission – делегация, миссия (миссия, делегация)
Motoring – көлікпен саяхат жасау (автотуризм, путешествия на
автомобиле)
Mountain tourism – таулы туризм (горный туризм)
Mountaineering – тауға өрмелеу (альпинизм)
Negotiations  келіссөз (переговоры)
Overnight – түнгі уақытта (в ночное время)
Pleasure tourism – демалыс туризмі (каникулярный туризм)
Postconvention tour 
конгресс уақытындағы саяхат
(постконгрессный тур)
Preconvention
tour
–
конгресс
алдындағы
саяхат
(предконгрессный тур)
Preparation – дайындық (подготовка)
Provision – жеткізу, қамтамасыз ету (предоставлений,
обеспечение)
Quota – жеңілдік (квота)
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Rafting – өзен жағасымен төмен қарай түсу (спуск по рекам на
плотах или резиновых лодках)
Torequire – талап ету (требовать)
Responsibility – жауапкершілік (ответственность)
To retire – зейнеткерлікке шығу (уходить на пенсию)
Reward – сыйақы (вознаграждение)
Route – маршрут (маршрут)
Sand – құм (песок)
Secretarial services – хатшының қызметтері (услуги секретаря)
To set a target – алдына мақсат қою (ставить задачу, цель)
Sportingtour – спорттық саяхат (спортивный тур)
Tospreadout – кеңінен таралу (распространяться, расширяться)
Tostay – орнығу, тоқтау (останавливаться, проживать)
Tosunbathe – күнге күю (загорать, принимать солнечные
ванны)
Swimmingpool – бассейн (бассейн)
Target – мақсат, міндет (задача, цель)
Themepark – тақырыптық саябақ (тематический парк)
Trade – саудасаттық (торговля, торговый)
Tradefair – саудасаттық жәрмеңкесі (торговая ярмарка)
Training – дайындық (подготовка, тренировка)
Travel expenses – жол шығындар (дорожные расходы)
Watertourism – су саяхаты (водный туризм)
VOCABULARY DRILL
1) Holiday
2) Answering
3) Theme
4) Natural
5) sporting
6) government
7) overnight
8) economic

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

service
surroundings
accommodation
equipment
camp
data
official
park

II. Cross out one odd term in each line :
1) expenses, secretarial services, communications, goods,
facilities, surroundings, negotiations;
2) expensive, international, cultural, cookery, ecological,
educational;
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3) training, motoring, gambling, mountaineering, cycling,
cruising, hiking;
4) to depend on, to devise, to report to, to spread out, to deal
with, to slow down;
5) itinerary, tour, destination, quota, route, tour package.
III. Group the following terms according to the titles in the
table (3terms in each group):
Diving, outgoing, sight, thirdage, travel expenses, boating, theme
park, negotiations, survival, reward, mission, amusement park, rafting,
secretarial service, bonus.
MONEY
PLACES OF TYPES OF BUSINESS WATER
MATTERS INTEREST TOURISM TOURISM TOURISM

IV. Match the terms with the definitions:
1) convention tourism
destinations so that they get to
know their facilities well
2) incentive tourism
b) a type of tourism which
involves tours and visits for
3) sports tourism
disabled people
c) a type of tourism which
4) leisure tourism
involves journeys for people who
share the same hobby
5)
familiarization
d) a type of tourism which
tourism
involves holidays awarded to
staff members as a bonus and to
6) thirdage tourism
encourage them to work better
e) a type of tourism which
7) fourthage tourism
involves holidays for relaxation
and entertainment purposes
8)
specialinterest
f) a type of tourism which
tourism
involves taking part in meetings,
conferences and seminars
g) a type of tourism which
a) a type of tourism which
involves tours and visits for
involves visits of tour operators
elderly and retired people
and travel agents to travel
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h) a type of tourism which
involves fours with a lot of

physical training, exercising and
keeping
fit

V. Pick out the right definition:
1) gambling
d) to pay a visit
a) hunting
6) FAM tourism
b) ferryboating
a)
travel
of
regular
c) bungeejumping
customers
to
familiar
d) gaming
destinations
2) specialinterest
b) incentive travel with
a) travel with special
families and children
purposes
c) cultural travel for
b) travel for experts and
sightseeing purposes
specialists
d) travel of tourist staff for
c) travel with specific
getting to know new destinations
business missions
better
d) travel for the tourist
7) data
industry employees
a)number
3) hitchhiking
b) date
a) crosscountry running or
c) information
skiing
d) statistics
b) whitewater rafting
8) a convention
c) travelling by asking
a) a party
drivers for lifts
b) a formal meeting
d) motoring with no driving
c) a resolution
licence
d) an announcement
4) survival tourism
9) itinerary
a) camping or caravanning
a) a list of places to be
b) holidaymaking with no
visited during a tour
modern conveniences
b ) a programme of stay
c) starving, slimming and
c) a route from one place to
keeping fit
another
d) travelling to isolated
d) an inclusive tour
places with extreme natural
10) fourthage tourism
conditions
a) tourism for elderly
5) to attend
people b) tourism for disabled
a) to be present
people
b) to enter
c) tourism for retired people
c) to come and stay
d) social tourism
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VI. Fill in the blanks:
Equipmen
travel expenses
answering service
recreation the itinenarymissions
a target
convention
mountaineering
surroundings
a bonus
data
staff
training
a FAM tour
1. …… tourism is one part of business tourism .
2. FAM tourism means that a company sends its ….. one
ducational tours to other companies.
3. Sporting tourists enjoy exercise and natural ……
4. Tourist companies provide special services for businessmen.
Among them are…..and business meeting arrangements.
5. Within sports tourism there is water tourism, mountain tourism
and …..
6. During …… travel clerks get familiar with local facilities.
7. The purpose of pleasure tourism is ……
8. Sports tour instructors will always train tourists how to use
sporting ……
9. Tourist companies will provide business tourists with economic
…… on monitors.
10. Sporting tours require preparation and special ……
11. The incentive tour is a reward or ….. to a successful
employee.
12. Business tourists travel on different …..
13. An employer often sets.....for an employee to exceed his quota.
14. A sporting tour instructor will carefully plan ……
15. The employer covers the employee’s ….. during an incentive
tour.
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GRAMMAR DRILLS
THE FUTURE INDEFINITE TENSE
TO BE
+ I (you ,he ,she ,it ,we ,they ) will be out tomorrow .
? Will I (you ,he ,she ,it ,we ,they ) be out tomorrow ?
- I (you ,he ,she ,it ,we ,they ) will not (won't) be out tomorrow .
TO WORK
+ I (you ,he ,she, it ,we ,they ) will work next week .
? Will I (you ,he ,she ,it ,we ,they ) work next week ?
- I (you ,he ,she ,it ,we ,they ) will not (won’t) work next week .
I. Make up interrogative and negative sentences :
MODEL :
+ The guide will have a new tour group next Sunday .
? Will the guide have a new tour group next Sunday ?
- The guide will not have a new tour group next Sunday.
1. This tour guide will handle six groups next month.
2. It will be too late to change the purpose of your tour tomorrow .
3. They will be late for work the day after tomorrow .
4. We will take a sightseeing tour of Moscow in a week.
5. I will see our new tourism manager very soon.
6. She will get familiar with the sights when she is in Moscow.
7. The accountant will assist you in pricing tonight.
8. It will take me long to learn the language .
9. The tourists will stay in the mountains over night.
10. You will attend this trade fair on Sunday.
11. The employer will set a new target soon.
12. The employee will exceed his quota again.

II. Make up alternative questions:
MODEL:
He will enter a tourist college after leaving school .
Will he enter a tourist college or a university after leaving
school ?
1. He will retire at the age of 60.
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2. The travelers will stay at a resort hotel.
3. They will sunbathe a lot.
4. The tourists will enjoy the boating tour.
5. The holidaymakers will go cycling.
6. FAM tourism will be a must for travel agents soon.
7. Educational tourism will be come even more widespread in
future.
8.They will have a theme park in Moscow soon.
9. Everybody will enjoy water tourism .
l0. There will be more business travelers in future.
11. There will be more facilities for business travellers .
12. Tourism will grow very fast.
III. Make up tail-questions :
MODELS:
1) Tourism will grow faster.
Tourism will grow faster, won't it?
2) Tourism will not grow faster.
Tourism will not grow faster, will it?
1. The holidaymakers will go swimming and sunbathing
tomorrow.
2. The travel agents won't offer any discounts in high season.
3. The travelers will enjoy the entertainment programme tonight.
4. They won't miss our entertainment programme.
5. The resort hotel will offer a new animation programme next
season.
6. There will be an Englishspeaking guide during the sightseeing
tour.
7. There won't be a Russianspeaking driver during the tour.
8. We'll have a chance to go hiking tomorrow morning.
9. The holidaymakers will have a chance to combine action
relaxation.
10. It will be hard to book tickets in summer peak season.
11. It won't be easy to book a hotel in summer peak season.
12. There will be some new types of tourism in the 21st century.
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IV. Make up special questions:
MODEL :
Our travel clerks will take a FAM tour to Great Britain next
spring.
Who will take a FAM tour to Great Britain next spring ?
What will our travel clerks do next spring?
What will our travel clerks take next spring?
What kind of tour will our travel clerks take next spring?
Where will our travel clerks take a FAM tour to?
When will our travel clerks take a FAM tour to Great Britain?
1. The tour instructor will explain the details of the route
tomorrow. (Who, What, When)
2. Next year the convention will include preconvention and post
convention tours. (When, What, What kind of...)
3. The government officials will travel on this mission again soon.
(Who, What kind of ..., When)
4. This travel company will provide the answering service to your
customers tonight. (What, What kind of..., Who to, When)
5. Our customer will attend the international exhibition next
Monday afternoon. (Who, Whose, What, What kind of..., When)
6.The holidaymakers will take a tour to this theme park tomorrow
morning. (Who, What, What kind of..., When)
7. You will take a coaching tour to Europe next summer. (Who,
What, What kind of..., Where to. When)
8. More and more people will have paid holidays and long
weekends in future. (Who, What, What kind of..., When)
9. We will have special carriers to transfer our luggage because the
tour will be very difficult. (Who, What kind of What for, Why?)
10. Their best travel agent will go on an incentive tour next season.
(Who, What kind of..., When)
V. Open the brackets:
1. The business meeting (to take ) place on Monday.
2. Our customers (not to attend) the exhibition tomorrow.
3. Your employer (to send) the best employees on an incentive tour
again next year?
4. Who (to explain) the details of this route to the tourists?
5. When you (to arrange) an educational tour for our students?
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6) I (not to spend) my long weekend at home. I (to take) a
sightseeing tour of Moscow suburbs. –When you (to start)? – We (not to
start) before 10 o'clock in the morning.
7) How many employees they (to include) in this FAM tour next
time? They (not to include) many.
8) Where your parents(to stay) during their holidays?They (to
stay) at a new resort hotel.It (to be)far from the beach?Not at all. It(to
be) right on the beach.
9) Your travelling companions (to take) the same kind of tour next
year? No, they won't. They (to go) on a cruising tour next time.
10) What kind of tour packages your company (to promote) next
season? –We (to promote) sporting tours. We (to advertise) them on TV
and (to publish) in travellogues. We (not to promote) shopping tours any
more.
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Unit 5
Airport. The process of airport departure.
The process of airport departure includes some procedures: passport
control, security check, customs, baggage reclaim, gets off the plane.
Also passengers wait in a departure lounge and there is a departure gate
where passenger will hand their baggage and checkin. Also airport
provides many services and facilities. They are hotel reservations,
immigration, restaurant or café, bureau de change, email or internet,
smoking area, post office, information office, escalators, shops, first aid,
toilets, car rental and etc. And of course every air passenger has his
rights. These rights have been strengthened by the European Union.
Here are the most important: 1) if you are denied boarding or your flight
is cancelled, the airline operating your flight must offer you financial
compensation and assistance. 2) If you check in on time for any flight,
including charters and if the airline operating the flight expects a delay,
the airline must give you meals and refreshments, hotel accommodation
when necessary (including transfers) and communication facilities.
When the delay is five hours or more, the airline must also offer to
refund your ticket. 3) You may claim up to 1000 Euros for damage
caused by the destruction, damage, loss or delay of your baggage on a
flight. If the airline does not agree with your claim, you may go to court.
Activities according to the text:

1. You

are

in

a

plane.

You

can

see

_____________ and the jungle. You fly over the
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______.

You

can

see

_____

and

the

________.

But what’s that? You see a

___________ and a

small plane on the ground. The plane’s on
_______!

2. Role – play: Ss should make up a dialogue like an example
using the words from the text
For instance:
Welcome to Canada. May I see your passport please?
B: Sure. Here it is.
A: Where are you coming from?
B: I'm coming from Seoul, Korea.
A: What is the purpose of your visit?
B: I'm here on business.
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A: How long are you planning to stay?
B: I'll be staying for three weeks.
A: Where will you be staying?
B: I'll be staying at a hotel.
A: Have you ever been to Canada before?
B: No, this is my first time.
A: Do you have anything to declare?
B: No, nothing.
A: Enjoy your stay.
B: Thank you.
3. Find out the words:

______________________________

________________________
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__________________________

___________________________

__________________________
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_________________________________

_____________________________

____________________________

4.Answering to the questions:
1.Can I use my driver’s license to board an aircraft?
2.Do I need a passport to travel domestically in 2016?
3.What is a real ID?
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4.When I need to change how I travel domestically?
5. Can I bring my hover board?
6.Can I take my pet through the security checkpoint?
7. How long are you planning to stay?
8. What is the purpose of your visit?
9. Do you have anything to declare?
5. Find the meanings and match them
Fly

Пассажир

Pilot

Таможня

Customs

летать

Arrivals

прибытье

Ticket

билет

Visa

декларировать

Declare

посадка

Boarding

терминал

Terminal

задержка

Seat

сиденье

Delay

пилот

Passenger

виза
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TEXTS
Read the texts and answer the questions:
THE RECEPTIONIST
The receptionist works in the front office of a hotel.
The receptionist is in charge of the checkin. She meets and greets
guests, registers guests and assigns rooms to them.
The receptionist must ensure that the checkin procedure is brief
and convenient..
The receptionist must help guests do the hotel formalities. She
takes the guest’s name. if the guest is a foreign visitor, the receptionist
must take the guest’s passport number. Then she asks the guest, to sign
the hotel register. In larger hotels the receptionist asks the guest to fill in
a registration card and to sign it. She must explain how to do it
correctly.
The receptionist must send the signed registration card to the
cashier's office.
The receptionist answers the phone. She answers questions of
visitors who have come to see the hotel guests. She can help the visitors
find the hotel guests. She may take messages for the hotel guests when
they are not in. In smaller hotels the receptionist is in charge of the room
keys.
Comprehension questions
1. Where does the receptionist work?
2. What is the receptionist in charge of?
3. What must the receptionist ensure?
4. How must the receptionist help the guests?
5. What does the receptionist ask the guests to do?
6. What must the receptionist do with a signed registration card?
7. How can the receptionist help the visitors who have come to see the
hotel guests?
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8. What is the receptionist in charge of in smaller hotels?
THE CONCIERGE
The concierge works at a hotel's in formation desk.
The concierge must speak a few languages because she has to help
guests from other countries. Usually the concierge speaks major world
languages: English, French, German and Spanish. Sometimes she speaks
other languages, too. It depends on the language of the customers whom
the hotel receives.
The concierge must help guests in all ways. She can give
orientations in the city, arrange taxis and sightseeing tours. She can offer
entertainment. She can make theatre bookings. She can recommend
shops, restaurants or nightclubs.
Actually the concierge in a hotel can act as a travel agent: book
flights, tours, visits. She may find a guide or a guideinterpreter for the
guest.
The concierge can find a baby sitter.
The concierge must help guests mail letters and packages. She may
even provide paper and a pen for writing letters.
In some hotels the concierge is in charge of messages.
In some hotels the concierge may be in charge of the room keys.

Comprehension questions
1. Where does the concierge work?
2. Why must the concierge speak a few foreign languages?
3. What kind of languages does the concierge usually speak? What does
it depend on?
4. How must the concierge help guests?
5. What can the concierge recommend?
6. How can the concierge act as a travel agent?
7. How can the concierge help parents with children?
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8. How can the concierge help guests with their correspondence?
9. What is the concierge in charge of in some hotels?
THE HOTEL MANAGER
The hotel manager is the head of a hotel. He may have the name of
the general manager or the managing director.
The hotel manager may hold a management position in an
individual hotel. Or he may work in a hotel chain.
In a small hotel the manager may be the owner of the hotel. But in
a large hotel he is just a professional hotelier.
For the hotel guests the hotel manager is the host who must offer
hospitality to his guests.
For the hotel staff the hotel manager is the person who must
establish the policy of the hotel and its operations. The hotel manager
has to plan and control the hotel business. He has to check up how
different hotel departments carry out their functions. Often he has to deal
with the hotel guests in person. He has to handle their problems and
complaints.
There may be different management positions in a hotel: the
assistant manager, the resident manager, the night manager.
The assistant manager helps the manager and manages the hotel
when the manager is not present.
The resident manager is the manager who permanently lives in the hotel.
The night manager is on duty during the night.
Comprehension questions
1. What are other names for the hotel manager?
2. Where may the hotel manager work?
3. What is the hotel manager for the hotel guests?
4. What is the hotel manager for the hotel staff?
5. What does the hotel manager have to do?
6. What may other hotel management positions involve?
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THE CHEF
The chef works in a restaurant or in the food and beverage
department of a hotel.
À restaurant may have different chefs. At the head of them is the
head chef.
The head chef is the kitchen supervisor. He manages the kitchen
of a restaurant. He has to select menus and to plan the meals. He has to
taste the dishes. He also manages the kitchen staff: the chefs, the cooks
and the helpers.
In a big restaurant there may be different specialist chefs: the soup
chef, the sauce chef, the vegetable chef, the pastry chef and others.
The soup chef is in charge of making soups. The sauce chef is in
charge of preparing sauces. The vegetable chef is in charge of preparing
vegetables and pasta. The pastry chef is in charge of preparing pastries
and sweet dishes.
The chef may have the chefs special. It is a special dish which goes
apart from others on the menu. It may be the dish for which the chef or
the restaurant is famous.
The good name of a restaurant or a hotel's kitchen may depend on
its chef . The reputation of the chef may increase its business.
Comprehension questions
1. Where does the chef work?
2. What is the head chef? What does he have to do?
3. Whom does the head chef manage?
4. What sort of specialist chefs may there be?
5. What are specialist chefs in charge of?
6. What is the chef’s special?
7. How may the name of a restaurant depend on its chef?
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THE RESTAURANT MANAGER
As a rule, the restaurant manager runs a restaurant but he doesn't
own it. Sometimes the restaurant manager may own and run his small
restaurant.
The restaurant manager is in charge of the restaurant policy and
operations. He has to decide on the image of his restaurant. He has to
plan its business. He has to decide on purchases and sales. He hires the
restaurant staff and provides their training.
The restaurant manager has to meet the guests. He must see to it
that the guests are happy with the service and have no complaints. The
guests may often see the restaurant manager in the dininghall.
In a large restaurant there are other management positions: the
purchase manager, the sales manager, the production manager, the
personnel manager and others. All these managers report to the general
manager.
In an individual restaurant the restaurant manager decides on the
type of cuisine and the types of menus.
In a familyowned restaurant the whole family may be in charge of
the restaurant operations. The wife may act as a hostess or a chef.
Comprehension questions
1. What does the restaurant manager do?
2. What is the restaurant manager in charge of?
3. What does the restaurant manager have to decide on?
4. How can the restaurant manager provide for good restaurant staff?
5. Why does the restaurant manager have to see the guests?
6. What are other management positions in a restaurant?
7. What does the restaurant manager decide on in an individual hotel?
8. Who may be in charge of operations in a familyowned restaurant?
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VOCABULARYDRILL
I .Matchup:
1) background
2) front
3) travel
4) room
5) wine
6) cocktail
7) registration
8)chef’s

a) appliances
b) card
c) music
d) lounge
e) arrangements
f) office
g) special
h) teward
11 Cross out one odd term in each line:

1) computer literate, fellowstudents, language fluency, makeup,
internship , to choose a major;
2) cart, desk, cab, maid, key, fridge, sign, hairdryer, towel ;
3) waitress, toiletries , errands, maids, appliances, beverages;
4) to meet, to greet, to seat, to escort, to unlock, to assist;
5) information desk, receptionist, porter, cashier, bellboy, doorman,
concierge, maitre d' hotel;
6) host, barman, housekeeper, stewardess, hostess, waiter, bar maid,
steward, waitress;
7) pastry chef, specialty chef, sauce chef, vegetable chef, soup chef,
chef;
8) to vacuumclean, to scrub, to complain, to make up, to dust, to
general clean, to pick up, to clean.
III. Group the following terms according to the titles in the
table (6 terms in each group):
Hairdryer, wine steward, chef’s special, background music, maid,
bellboy, pasta, porter, inhouse video, sauce, maitre d', air conditioning,
waiter, concierge, pastry, barman, fridge, chef, cook, dish, doorman,
tea and coffeemaking facilities, food and beverages, receptionist.
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HOTEL
STAFF

ROOM
RESTAURANT
APPLIANCES
STAFF

CUISINE

IV. Match the terms with the definitions:
1) a waiter
a) a person in a hotel who provides personal
services for a guest, such as
tours and ticket s
2) a bellboy
b) a person in a hotel who meets guests,
handles the checkin procedure
and assigns rooms to them
3) a concierge
c) a person in a restaurant who manages the
kitchen and the kitchen staff
4) a wine steward
d) a person in a restaurant who meets and
seats customers in a dining
room
5) a chef
e) a person in a hotel who shows guests to their
rooms and runs errands
for them
6) a maid
f) a person in a restaurant who recommends
and serves wine to customers
7) a receptionist
g) a person in a restaurant who takes orders
and brings food to customers
8) a maitre d'hotel
h) a person in a hotel who cleans guest
rooms and changes bed and bath
linen
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V. Pick out the right definition;
1) a beverage

2) a cuisine

3) a chef

4) an errand

5) a maid

6) appliances

7) pasta

8) a wine steward

9) a chef’s special

a) a drink
b) an alcoholic drink
c) beer
d) services of barman
a) cooking
b) cutlery
c) a tablecloth
d) a culinary art
a) a boss
b) a general manager
c) a cook
d) a chief cook
a) a mistake
b) a special duty
c) a specific task
d) a misunderstanding
a) a young lady
b) a mermaid
c) a chambermaid
d) a housekeeper
a) electric devices and utensils
b) computer hardware
c) computer software
d) applications
a) rolls and pastry
b) spaghetti, macaroni, noodles
c) mashed potatoes
d) tomato sauce
a) a steward serving wines during the flight
b) a barman
c) an expert in wines
d) a sommelier
a) a chef’s special dish
b) a chef’s special uniform
c) a chef’s special menu
d) a chef’s special course
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10) toiletries

a) men's and ladies' rooms
b) bath linen
c) bath room supplies
d) toilet paper

VI. Fill in the blanks;
a travel agent
the resident manager
the chef’s special
the assistant manager
receptionist
the restaurant manager

cuisine
hotelier
the check-in
the chef
a hostess
the concierge
the pastry chef
the
the cashier's office

chain

1. …… works at a hotel's information desk.
2. The hotel manager may work in a hotel …… or in individual hotel.
3. In a familyowned restaurant the wife may act as …….. or a chef.
4. …… is the hotel manager who permanently lives in the hotel.
5. …… registers hotel guests and assigns rooms to them.
6. In a large hotel the hotel manager is a professional...... .
7. …… is a special dish for which the restaurant is famous.
8. …… is in charge of the restaurant policy and operations.
9. The receptionist is in charge of …… .
10. The concierge can act as …… .
11. …… is in charge of preparing pastries and sweet dishes.
12. …… works in the food and beverage department of a hotel.
13. …… manages the hotel when the general manager is not present.
14. The receptionist must send the signed registration cards to
15. In an individual restaurant the restaurant manager decides on the
type of …… .
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GRAMMAR DRILLS
MODAL VERBS
CAN, MAY, MUST, NEED, HAVE TO,
CAN
+ I (you, he, she, it, we, they) can speak English.
? Can I (you, he, she, it, we, they) speak English?
- I (you, he, she, it, we, they) cannot (can't) speak English .
MAY
+ I (you, he, she, it, we, they) may go now.
? May I (you, he, she, it, we, they) go now?
- I (you, he, she, it, we, they) may not go now.
MUST
+ I (you, he, she, it, we, they) must be here tonight.
? Must I (you, he, she, it, we, they) be here tonight?
- I (you, he, she, it, we, they) must not (mustn't) be here tonight.
NEED
? Need I (you, he, she, it, we, they) have it?
- I (you, he, she, it, we, they) need not (needn't) have it.
HAVE TO
+ I (you, we, they) have to do it.
He (she, it) has to do it.
? Do I (you, we, they) have to do it?
Does he (she, it) have to do it?
- I (you, we, they) do not (don't) have to do it.
He (she, it) does not (doesn't) have to do it.
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I. Make up interrogative and negative sentences:
MODELS:
+ You can translate well.
? Can you translate well?
- You cannot translate well.
+ She has to get up early.
? Does she have to get up early?
- She does not have to get up early.
1. Hotel managers have to handle complaints.
2. We may stay here over night.
3. You must sign this paper again.
4. The concierge has to speak different languages during the day.
5. Pastry chefs can cook sweet dishes.
6. The guest may check in now.
7. Tour guides have to answer different questions.
8. The chambermaid must clean the guestroom snow.
9. The room clerk can assign the rooms before noon.
10. The head chef has to taste the dishes many times.
11. It can be true.
12. He may see the general manager now.
13. The receptionist has to give orientations.
14. The bellboys have to carry luggage.
II. Make up alternative questions:
MODELS:
1) The guide can speak German well.
Can the guide speak German or French well?
2) The guide has to meet the travelers at the airport.
Does the guide have to meet the travelers at the airport or at the
hotel?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The guide must take us on a sightseeing tour.
Everybody can try their chef’s special.
We may keep the room till noon.
The hotel guests have to sign the hotel register.
Every guest has to leave the key with the concierge.
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6. The concierge must help guests with entertainment.
7. The hotel manager has to do the planning,
8. The head chef can do the cooking.
9. The kitchen helpers have to help the cooks.
10. The chef has to taste the dishes.
11. The guest may pay the bill tonight .
12. The maitre d'hotel must be in charge of the diningroom.
III.Makeu ptail-questions :
MODELS:
1) I must sign here.
I must sign here, mustn't I?
2) We must not stay here.
We must not stay here, must we?
3) The concierge has to answer a lot of questions.
The concierge has to answer a lot of questions, doesn't she?
4) The porters do not have to answer many questions.
The porters do not have to answer many questions, do they?
1. My fellowstudents can handle any hotel work.
2. I don't have to call for a cab myself.
3. The doorman doesn't have to carry the hotel guests' luggage.
4. The receptionist can't escort the guests to their rooms.
5. The guests can complain any time.
6. The assistant manager has to handle complaints.
7. The guests mustn't leave their room key in the door.
8. The bellboys have to run errands.
9. The guest may not leave the message here.
10. The receptionist must assign rooms.
11. I may leave my luggage with the receptionist.
12. I needn't pay for the inhouse video.
IV. Make up special questions;
MODELS ;
1) The night manager must stay at the hotel at night.
Who must stay at the hotel at night?
What kind of manager must stay at the hotel at night?
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What must the night manager do at the hotel at night?
Where must the night manager stay at night?
When must the night manager stay at the hotel?
2) Hotel guests have to fill in registration cards during the check-in.
Who has to fill in registration cards during the check-in?
What kind of guests have to fill in registration cards during the
check-in?
What do hotel guests have to do during the check-in?
What do hotel guests have to fill in during the check-in?
What kind of cards do hotel guests have to fill in during the checkin?
When do hotel guests have to fill in registration cards?
1. The head chef has to plan daily meals. (Who, What kind of..., What)
2. In a small hotel the manager may be the owner of the hotel. (Where,
Who, What)
3. The concierge can book theatre bookings. (Who, What, What kind
of...)
4. Hotel managers must offer hospitality to their guests. (Who, What,
Who...to)
5. In some hotels the concierge may be in charge of room keys. (Where,
Who, What, What kind of...)
6. The receptionist must send the signed registration cards to the
cashier's office. (Who, What, What kind of..., Where...to)
7. Receptionists may take messages for the hotel guests when they are
out. (Who, What, Who... for. When)
8. The concierge has to speak different foreign languages to the hotel
guests. (Who, What, What kind of ..., Who ... to)
9. The front office employees must speak foreign languages because
they have to help guests from other countries. (Who, What kind of...,
What,Why)
10. Booking clerks have to answer a lot of phone calls. (Who,What kind
of ... , What, How many)
11. The front desk clerks can help visitors in many ways. (Who, What
kind of ... , What, Whom, How)
12. The receptionist must help guests with the hotel formalities. (Who,
What, Whom, What... with,What kind of ...)
13. The assistant manager can manage the hotel when the general
manager is absent. (Who, What kind of... , What, When)
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14. The concierge must help guests with letters and packages. (Who,
What, Whom, What... with)
V. Transform the sentences using the modal verb MAY and
translate them into Russian;
(в
значении
предположениясоттенкомнеуверенности=
«ВОЗМОЖНО,МОЖЕТБЫТЬ»)
MODEL:
1) Perhaps the hotel manager is at the reception desk now. –
The hotel manager may be at the reception desk now.
Возможно, менеджер гостиницы сейчас за стойкой службы
приема.
2) Perhaps he will be back soon. –
He may be back soon.
Возможно,он скоро вернется.
1. Perhaps the maitre d'hotel is in the diningroom.
2. Perhaps the receptionist will take the message.
3. Perhaps the guest doesn't want to leave the key with the concierge.
4. Perhaps my fellowstudents will not choose «Hospitality Man 
agement» as their major.
5. Perhaps the hostess will greet the new guests at the entrance.
6. Perhaps you know our managing director.
7. Perhaps the guests will like our food and beverages.
8. Perhaps the concierge will help you with the theatre tickets.
9. Perhaps the wine steward is busy at the moment.
10. Perhaps this guest will leave a complaint or perhaps he will not.
11. Perhaps this gentleman is the hotelier or perhaps he is not.
12. Perhaps I will mail the package or I will not.
13. Perhaps the young lady is our escort.
14. Perhaps she will know where to check in.
VI. Transform the sentences using the modal verb MUST and
translate them into Russian:
(в значении предположения с оттенком уверенности =
«ВЕРОЯТНО, ДОЛЖНО БЫТЬ»)
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MODEL:
1) The hotel manager is probablv at the reception desk now. The hotel manager must be at the reception desk now.
Вероятно, менеджер гостиницы сейчас за стойкой службы
приема.
2) Не will probablv be back soon . –
He must be back soon.
Вероятно, он скоро вернется.
1. This student is probably in the first year.
2. He will probably choose «Travel and Tourism Management» as his
major.
3. The doorman probably knows all the directions.
4. This is probably his mission.
5. He will probably show you the way.
6. The receptionist is probably the most important person in the hotel.
7. You are probably a chambermaid.
8. I am probably mistaken.
9. The concierge will probably come in a minute.
10. The «Information desk» is probably on the mezzanine.
11. She will probably help you with the travel arrangements.
12. She probably has all the information about tours and visits.
13. This young lady is probably our guide.
14. She probably knows where our coach is.
VII. Insert can, may, must, need, have to:
1. …… we use your guidebook?  Yes, you…… .
2. …… I answer the phone call on your desk?  No, you …… not. I'll do
it myself.
3. I ..... explain you the details of the itinerary. I know it perfectly well.
4. …… you …… handle many tour groups in summer?  Yes, I ……
Summer is high season here. On the other hand, I …… not …… work as
a guide in winter.
5. …… your fellowstudents work as guides during their holidays?  No,
they …… not. They …… not speak English well enough.
6. …… I open the window and smoke here?  I'm sorry, but you ……
not smoke on the coach.
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7. …… all your guests sign in the hotel register?  Yes, they …… Such
are the rules.
8. …… the local guide speak a little slower?  No, she …… not. Our
coach is leaving in ten minutes. We ……. Hurry up.
9. …… we reserve the table in advance?  No, you …… not. You ……
just drop in any time.
10. Our general manager has got a cold. He …… come to day or he
…… not.
11. The night manager …… stay awake all night long.
12. …… my roommate go on this sporting tour without preparation? –
No, he …… not. This tour …… be very difficult for him. – It …… be a
joke.  No, it is not.
13. I'm a tour guide. I …… go to work even at weekends.
14. The resident manager lives at the hotel, so he …… not …… to walk
long to get to his office.
15. The chef …… be in the kitchen now. I saw him there a minute ago.
16. …… our maid make up your room right now, sir?  No, she ……
not. My roommate is sleeping now.
17. …… the animator speak foreign languages fluently?  Yes, he …… .
Why …… he know foreign languages? – He …… communicate with a
lot of foreign travelers at his job.
18. …… our managing director go on business today?  He ……
because the business meeting starts at noon sharp.
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Unit 6
The marketing process. Local tourism promotion. SWOT-analysis
of Kazakhstan.
All tourism businesses need to market their products if they hope to
be successful. The marketing process consists of four stages. The 1st
stage is research customers’ needs and wants. For example, a large hotel
chain will spend a lot of time and money finding out what its guests
want – what kind of services and facilities they need most, which
location they prefer, or how much they are prepared to pay. Then it does
the second stage. They develop a new product, taking care to gear it to
the customers’ needs. The 3rd stage is promotion the products and
services. ()The hotel chain will use different promotional techniques to
let its clients know about them. However the marketing process does not
end after a product has been sold. Customers might not be happy with it,
and of course people’s tastes change with time. Because of this the next
stage is essential. You need to evaluate how customers feel about a
product. With the results of the evaluation it is then possible to improve
your product and in this way continue to meet your customers’
expectations. SWOTanalysis is a useful way to research the market. It’s
analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of your
business. (+)We can do SWOTanalysis Kazakhstan region. The
strengths: 1) a lot of nationalities and their traditions, 2) beautiful nature
(birds, fish, lotus fields), 3) local food – national meals, 4) beautiful
architecture (mausoleums ), 5) fishing and hunting. The opportunities: 1)
event tourism (festivals, national holidays), 2) ecological tourism
(protection environment, ecological itinerary),(?)3) historical tourism to
ruins of ancient cities Turkestan and Otrar. The weaknesses: 1) bad
transports and roads, 2) hot weather, 3) bad services in hotels and
restaurants, 4) there is no desire to develop tourism in the government.
The threats: 1) bad ecological situation, 2) religious conflicts, 3)
disappearance of many species of animals. (v)
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1.

Cubism.

Advantage of tourism

2.

Disadvantage of
tourism

What kind of tourism
sphere in Kazakhstan

Venn diagrams.

Similarities
Tourism in
Kazakhstan

Tourism in Turkey
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TEXTS
Read the texts and answer the questions :
THE FRONT OFFICE
When hotel guests arrive, they expect the front office clerks to
offer them an ice welcome. They will want some one to help them in
checkingin.
The front office is in the lobby of a hotel. It consists of the
reservation department and the reception desk or the front desk.
The reservation department provides booking of the hotel rooms .
The front desk provides sale of rooms ,guest registration, key
service, message and mail service, guest accounts.
Each employee in the front office has got a specific task.
The booking clerk will help the guest to arrange a booking.
The receptionist or the room clerk will help the guest to check in.
When the receptionist watches the guest arrive, he meets and greets
him. The reception is tasks the guest to fill in a registration form and
assigns a room to him. Before the receptionist assigns a room , he or she
will check the guest's booking and the available accommodations .
Most hotels offer single and double rooms .There are also some fine
suites. A guest may ask the receptionist to provide an extra
bed a double room for his family member.
A hotel guest often wants someone to deliver messages and mail
for him. The front desk performs this duty. There is always a rack with
message boxes behind the counter.
A hotel guest always wants someone to take care of his room key.
The front desk will do it. There is often a key drop at the desk.
When the guest checks out, he wants someone to help him with
accounts. The cashier at the front desk will do it.
Every hotel manager relies on his front office to provide brief and
convenient checkingin and checkingout.
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Comprehension questions:
1. What do hotel guests expect the front office clerks to do?
2. Where is the front office?
3. What does the front office consist of?
4. What does the reservation department provide?
5. What kind of services does the front desk provide?
6. What is the specific task of the booking clerk?
7. How does the receptionist help the guest to check in?
8. What will the receptionist do before he assigns a room to the guest?
9. What sort of rooms do most hotels offer?
10. Why may the guest ask the clerk to provide an extra bed for him?
11. Why is there a rack with message boxes behind the counter?
12. Why is there a key drop?
13. Who takes care of the guests' accounts?
THE BELL SERVICE
When hotel guests check in, they expect someone to show them to
their rooms. They also want someone to help them with their luggage.
Often guests would like some employee to run errands for them. These
are duties of the bell service.
At the head of the bell service is the bell captain. The bell captain's
post in next to the front desk. The bell captain directs bellmen.
The room clerk gives the guest's room number and the key to the
bellman. The bellman escorts the guest to his room. He escorts the guest
to the elevator first and then to the floor. There the bellman shows the
guest his room. He must show where the light switches are. He must
also explain how to use the room appliances: the TVset, telephone ,air
conditioning. The guest may want him to explain some other hotel
services: room service, laundry or drycleaning.
In many hotels the bellman also carries the guest's luggage .But
some hotels have got porters who must carry the luggage. Very often the
bellman or the porter use a cart to move the luggage .
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The bellmen also run errands for the guests. They can even page
guests in the hotel. You can see a bellman carry a sign with the name of
the guest whom he is paging. Or you can hear a bellman call out the
name while he is carrying the sign.
Comprehension questions
1. What do hotel guests expect when they check in?
2. What are the duties of the bell service?
3 . Who is at the head of the bell service? What does he do?
4 . Where can hotel guests find the bell captain's post?
5. What does the bellman do when he receives the guest's room key?
6. What must the bellman show and explain in the room?
7. Who carries the guest's luggage in the hotel?
8. How does the bellman page a guest?
THE HOUSEKEEPING
When guests stay at the hotel they expect somebody to clean their
rooms. The housekeeping department does it.
At the head of the housekeeping service is the housekeeper. He
supervises the chambermaids.
Chambermaids prepare the rooms before the guests check in. The
housekeeper tells the maids to general clean the rooms or to make up the
rooms .He may ask the maids to scrub down the bathrooms or just
change the bed linen and the towels. Generally the maids air the rooms,
make the beds, dust the furniture, vacuum clean the floor, wash the
bathroom, empty the waste baskets.
Chambermaids use carts to carry supplies of toiletries: shampoos,
soaps, tissues, shower caps as well as bed and bath linens. There are
containers for dirty linen and rubbish on those carts.
Chambermaids use master keys to provide security for the hotel
rooms .
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If the guests need extra bedding or rollaways, the housekeeping
service will do it. The house keeping service provides hairdryers and
irons if the guests need them .
When guests check out, the housekeeper inspects the rooms .The
housekeeper informs the front desk if everything is in order. He also
informs which rooms are occupied and which rooms are vacant.
Comprehension questions
1. What do hotel guests expect the housekeeping service to do when
they stay at the hotel?
2. Who is at the head of the housekeeping service? What does he or she
do?
3. How do chambermaids clean the rooms ?
4. What do chambermaids use carts for?
5. How do maids provide security for hotel rooms ?
6. What other services does the housekeeping department provide?
7. What does the housekeeper do when guests checkout?
8. What does the housekeeper inform the front desk about?
THE TELEPHONE DEPARTMENT
When guests stay at the hotel, they often use phones. There is
usually the regular pay phone and the house phone.
The house phones the system of phones throughout the hotel .
There is usually an operator who operates the switchboard. With
the switchboard the operator can control all incoming and outgoing
calls.
If the guest wants someone to wake him up ,to page him, to
provide room service for him, or to send a telegram , he will call the
operator. The operator can connect the guest with any hotel service: the
front office, the housekeeping, the bellservice, the room service, or the
concierge.
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The operator has to handle outside calls too .They maybe local,
longdistance and international.
If someone calls from outside to find some hotel guest, the
telephone operator will connect him. If the guest is not in at the moment,
the operator can take a message for the absent guest.
If guests want to make alongdistance or an international call, they
may ask the operator to connect them .But they may also dial direct.
Comprehension questions
1. What kind of phones are there in a hotel?
2. What is the house phone?
3. What does the operator do?
4. When will the guest call the operator?
5. What departments can the operator connect the guest with?
6. What kind of calls does the operator have to handle?
7. How can the operator help outside callers?
8. How can guests make longdistance or international calls?
THE SECURITY DEPARTMENT
When guests stay at the hotel, they expect someone to protect
them. The hotel security department must protect the guests from all
dangers: robbery and burglary, fire or flood. At the head of the hotel
security department is the security officer.
The guests may keep their, valuables in a safedeposit box. The
security department is in charge of it. The security department
employees are prepared to protect the guests in case of any crime. Often
the guests lose their stuff in the hotel. They may leave their purses and
wallets, handbags and umbrellas, hats and coats in bars or restaurants,
restrooms or lobbies. The security department is in charge of the lost and
found office.
The security department employees are trained for emergencies.
They are prepared to help the guests in case of fire or other dangers.
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They are responsible for warning the guests of the danger. They are in
charge of smoke detectors and fire extinguishers throughout the hotel.
The security
department provides fire drills for all hotel
employees. Each hotel employee knows all emergency exits. In case of
an injury there are first aid kits throughout the hotel. The security
department is in charge of them too .
Comprehension questions
1.What must the hotel security department protect the guests from?
2. Who is at the head of the hotel security department?
3. How can the hotel security department protect the guests' valuables?
4. How can the security department protect the guests' lost items?
5. How are the security department employees prepared to help the hotel
guests in case of emergency?
6. How does the security department take care of the hotel employees?
7. How can the security department help the hotel guests in case of
injury?
VOCABULARY DRILL
I . Match up :
l)key
2)smoke
3)specialty
4)waste
5)wakeup
6)fire
7)message
8)emergency

a)extinguisher
b) call
c)box
d)detector
e)exit
f)drop
g)basket
h)drink
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II . Cross out one odd term in each line :
1)bellman,accountant,chambermaid,elevator,telephoneoperator,
housekeeper;
2)valeting,housekeeping,paging,drycleaning,bedding,wakingup;
3)tovacuumclean,toscrubdown,torelyon,todrawup,towake up,tocheckout;
4)impersonal ,external,attentive,helpful,tangible ,personnel;
5)costs,tissues ,revenues,messages,rubbish,supplies,valuables;
6)lobby ,wallet,suite,restroom ,singleroom,doubleroom
III
.Groupthefollowingtermsaccordingtothetitlesinthe
5termsineachgroup) :

table(

Position,jobapplicant,fireextinguisher,soap,tocash,todustthe
furniture,personneldepartment,tissues,bill,smokedetector,job interview
,showercap,tovacuumclean,toemptyawastebasket,
revenues
,firedrill,shampoo,account,toiletries,toscrubdownthe
bathroom,emergencyexit,costs,tomakeuptherooms
,safedeposit
box,recruitment .
CLEANING

BATHROOM
SUPPLIES

MONEY
MATTERS

HOTEL
SECURITY

EMPLOYMENT

IV . Match the terms with the definitions :
1) valeting
3) wakeup service
2) housekeeping
4) extra bedding
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room keys while they are away
from the hotel
c) a practice drill in all the
procedures to follow in case of a
fire in a hotel
d) a hotel service that provides
cleaning
of
clothes
with
chemicals
e) a hotel service that involves
calling a guest at a specific time
to wake him up
f) a hotel service that provides
looking after hotel rooms ,
especially
cleaning
and
providing bed and bath linen
g) supplementary bed clothes,
such as matresses, blankets,
pillows, sheets
h) a hotel service that provides
cleaning and pressing of clothes

5) drycleaning
6) room service

7) key drop
8) fire drill

a) a hotel service that provides
delivery of food and beverages to
the hotel room s
b) a place at the front desk where
guests can put and leave their

V . Fill in the blanks :
the room
clerk a key drop
emergency
master keys
the telephone operator errands
the reservation
accounts
appliances
rollaways

the maid
suites
the front office
the front desk
the housekeeper

1.Hotel guests wish bellmen to run ….. for them .
2. Most hotels provide single rooms , double rooms and ………
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3. Before …….. registers a guest, she will check his booking and
available accommodations.
4. ……consists of the reservation department and the reception desk.
5. The hotel security department staff must protect hotel guests in…….
6. The house keeping department provides guests with extra bedding and
………for their family members.
7. ……….is in charge of incoming and outgoing phone calls.
8. When guests checkout, they expect the cashier to help them with…….
9. …… general cleans or makes up the hotel rooms .
10……..department provides the hotel bookings.
11. There is ……. for the hotel room keys at the front desk.
12. The bellman explains guests how to use room ……..
13……asks them aids to scrub down the bathrooms or to change the
linen.
14……provides sale of hotel rooms and guest registration.
15. Maids use …….. to provide security for the hotel guestrooms.

VI . Translate from English into Kazakh :
1.Hotel guests wish bellmen to run errands for them.
2.When hotel guests arrive, they want someone to check the min.
3. I would like you to sign your registration card.
4.We'd like your bellman to page our customer.
5. When guests stay at the hotel, they expect the maids to change their
bed and bath linen.
6. Room clerks always ask the hotel guests to sign in the register or to
fill in a registration card.
7. The hotel manager relies on his front desk employees to provide brief
and convenient guest service.
8. I count on you to help me with the luggage .
9. The guide waited for the tourists to arrive.
10. When the receptionist sees a guest arrive, she must greet him and
assign a room .
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11. The assistant manager heard the guest complain.
12. The customer watched the room clerk checkup his booking.
II. Say what hotel guests expect, want, would like the hotel staff to do.
Use the expressions ;
MODEL ;
Hotel guests expect the housekeeping department to provide an iron
for them .
1. to provide tea and coffee making facilities
2. to assign the rooms
3 . to page
4. to reserve a room
5. to protect from danger
6. to general clean the rooms
7. to show room appliances
8. to take a message
9. to book theatre tickets
10. to carry luggage
11. to help with longdistance calls
12. to help in case of injury
13.to scrub down the bathroom
14.to take care of the room key
III .Say what the guide, the room clerk, the maid saw, watched,
noticed, heard a/the customer do. Use the expressions :
MODEL :
The guide saw the customer check in .
1. to get off the coach
2. to sign in the hotel register
3 . to reserve a room
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4. to order room service
5. to call housekeeping
6. to ask for an extra bed
7. to book a sightseeing tour
8. to lose the purse
9. to find a wallet
10. to use the minibar
11. to slip the key in to the key drop
12. to come up to the front desk
13. to address the cashier
14. to checkout
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Unit 7
Kazakhstan - The Land of Wonders
Kazakhstan is a unique region in the world, because of its history,
geographical position and size. Being the world’s 9th largest country
and located in the centre of Eurasia, it is also the largest landlocked
country in the world. These resulted in a specific climate and a peculiar
natural system of the country, which seems to absorb the brightest
examples of landscape of both continents. In addition, complicated
history of Kazakh people and constant interaction of nomadic lifestyle
with settled people in South Kazakhstani ancient cities, have lead to a
unique and authentic culture of Kazakhstan.
These peculiarities have created an opportunity to develop various and
diverse offers in Kazakhstan travel and tourism industry, which include
authentic cultural tourism, naturebased activities, including ecotourism,
bird watching, etc. in national parks and protected areas, skiing or
trekking in mountains, water sports, sunbathing and swimming in lakes
and rivers of Kazakhstan, and many others.
1. Can you read it?
This is a vocabulary cloze activity. Students have to read the text and fill
in the missing letters.
Kazakhstan is a uniq region in the world, bec of its story,
geographi position and size. Being the world’s 9th larg country and
located in the cen of rasia, it is al the largest landlocked coun in
the world. The resulted in a spec climate and a peculiar nat
system of the untry, which seems t absorb the brigh examples of
landsc of both ntinents. In addit, complicated his of Kazakh
peo and constant interact of nomadic lifes with settled people in
So Kazakhstani an cities, have lead to a unique and authen
culture of Kazakh.
The—peculiari have created an opportune to develop vari and
diverse fers in Kazakhstan travel and tour industry, which include
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authentic cultur tourism, naturebased activit, including ecotourism,
bird tching, etc. in nation parks and tected areas, skiing or
trekking in untains, water ports, bathing and swimming in les and
rivers of Kazakhstan, and many hers.
2. Misprints
This activity is based on misprints. A letter in the wrong place can
completely change the meaning. The students have to find misprint
words and correct them.
Kazakhstan is a unique region in the word, because of its mistery,
geographical position and size. Being the world’s 9th largest country
and located in the centre of Eurasia, it is although the largest landlocked
country in the world. These resulted in a specific climb and a particular
natural system of the country, witchseems to absorb the brightest
examples of landscape of both canteens. In addition, complicated history
of Kazakh pupil and consonant interaction of nomadic freestylewith
settled people in South Kazakhstani anxious cities, have lead to a unique
and authentic culture of Kazakhstan.
These peculiarities have created an opportunity to develop various and
deserve prefer in Kazakhstan travel and tourism industry, which include
authentic cultural tourism, maturebased activities, including
aquatourism, bird watching, etc. in national parks and prospected areas,
skiing or trekking in mountains, water spots, sunbathing and swimming
infakes and riverse of Kazakhstan, and many others.
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Wrong word

Correct word

Wordworld
Mistery history
_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

3.Insert. In this activity you have to fill “V” I know, “?” – it surprises
me, “+”
new information, ““ I don’t understand, them from the text.
E.g. V KZ is the world’s 9th largest country.
4. “Ten questions”. In this activity students have to ask ten questions
and find the title of the text.
E.g. 1.How many people live there?
2. Is this country independent? etc.
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5. “9 rhombus” In this activity students have to break the text according
to their importance. Main part put into upper side and less important part
into lower side.
KZ is the 9th largest
country in the world

Kazakhstan is
a unique

KZ located in
the centre of

Eurasia

The Republic of Kazakhstan
The Republic of Kazakhstan is located in the central part of the
Eurasian continent, at an equal distance from the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. Area of the country is 2724.9 thousand km². This indicates that
the country is the 9th largest in the world and the 4th among the
countries of Eurasia. Seven major European countries such as France,
Spain, Sweden, Finland, Germany, Italy and the UK could be
simultaneously accommodated in steppes of Kazakhstan, according to
topographers.
Kazakhstan is neighbored by Russia, China and other Central
Asian countries, such as Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan and
also a considerable part of the border goes through the Caspian Sea.
The country is rich in oil and minerals, and according to many
specialists, almost all elements of the periodic table could be found in
Kazakh land.
Kazakhstan’s nature distinguishes with landscape diversity: deserts or
semi deserts can be found in the South-West, mountains are natural
attractions of the Central, East and South-East Kazakhstan, and North
of the republic is mainly in the steppe and forest steppe zones.
About 48000 lakes are found in Kazakh steppes, mountains and
deserts, the largest of which are the Caspian Sea, the Aral Sea, lakes
Balkhash, Zaysan, Alakol and Tengiz. Lakes with sandy beaches, among
beautiful scenery are popular tourist destinations in summer.
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There are more than 7 thousand rivers in the country. The major
ones are: Ertis (Irtysh), Esil (Ishim), Oral, Syrdariya and Ili. The
majority of rivers in Kazakhstan belong to the basins of the Caspian and
Aral Seas, Lake Balkhash and Tengiz, and only Ertis, Esil and Tobol
carry their water straight into the Kara Sea in the Arctic Ocean.
Fauna of Kazakhstan is multifarious as well: more than six
thousand plant species grow in the country, about 500 species of birds
nest here; local rivers and lakes serve as a home for 107 species of fish,
steppe and forest steppe zones are inhabited by 30 thousand species of
insects. Herds of gazelles and wild koulans can be met in steppes of
Kazakhstan. Deserts are dwelled by giant lizards, snakes, and rare
species of spiders. Tops of mountains are a favorite habitat of snow
leopards. Among the unique animals living in Kazakhstan are: Ustyurt
wild sheep, Turkestan lynx, Tien-Shan brown bear, flamingo, some types
of swans.
Typically, most of major cities are located on the banks of major
rivers.
Among
the
largest
cities
of
the
country
are: Astana,Almaty, Karaganda, Shymkent, Taraz, Pavlodar, Kokshetau,
Kostanay, Petropavlovsk, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Semey, Uralsk, KyzylOrda; overall there are 86 cities and towns in Kazakshtan. The
percentage of urban population is 56%.
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3.Make a project.
№

Name of
the group

1
Bolashak

Theme of the group

Speakers

Saryarka (Kazakh hills) is located Student 1
in Central Kazakhstan (Karaganda
region and Akmola region). It stretches
1200 km from west to east , the average
height of these mountains is 500600m;
in the west, width of the hills reaches 900
km, in the east  350 km.
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